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# 920              

Feodosia                

 

On June 28, 1868, by Ukase of His Imperial Majesty Emperor Alexander Nicholaevich, 

All-Russian Autocrat and so on, so on, and so on ... 

The boundary of plot of land is approved, and this book along with the plan are drawn up by the 

survey corps staff-captain engineer Smirnov, according to the Land-Survey Office ukase # 6077 

dated April 24, 1868 followed the ukaze of the Governing Senate # 1771 dated November 13, 

1864. The plot mentioned is located in Feodosia uyezd, Taurida province and consists of united 

plots as follows: 1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka, 2) wasted village of Emny-Ehli and 3) 

wasted village of Kentugai, with their arable lands, hay-fields and other lands and forests, all 

belonging to the community of German colony of Zurichtal: 

Wilhelm Guntner, Heinrich Buchman, Ignatz Schafner, Rudolf Tups, Johann Ruhde, 

Christoph Kaufmann, Rudolf Bohr, Johann Bott, Jacob Bohr, Heinrich Buchman Sr., Heinrich 

Bohr, Karl Mantel, Peter Kerner, Joseph Marx, Jacob Tups Sr., Heinrich Schnabel, Jacob Tups 

Jr., Philipp Mantel, Jacob Mantel, Kasper Sutter, Valentin Strubel, Michael Kolvas, Ludwig 

Hauck, Peter Fitterer Sr., Rudolf Vollenweider, Heinrich Scherer, Philipp Sterr, Johann Lisse, 

Philip Huber Sr., Heinrich Ihle, Jacob Murschel, Adam Dewald, Andres Grosz, Michael Grosz, 

Jacob Grosz, Felix Huber Jr., Kasper Ihle, Johann Herte, Friedrich Nuss, Anton Nuss, Anton 

Dewald, Friedrich Leitzinger, Heinrich and Lorenz Jangul, Gottfried Wagner, Alouisa Fitterer, 

Johann Emes, Wilhelm Guntner, Friedrich Pfeiffer,  Michael Schoner Jr., Heinrich Berg Jr., 

widow Katharina Kramlich, Andreas Nuss and widow Ragula Landes.  
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General land-survey was made in 1795 by Novorussia land-survey office land-surveyor 

Korobtsev. In 1848 land-marking from all adjacent foreign lands was made duly by land-surveyor 

of Feodosia uyezd Shpiliarsky, by instructions of Taurida province administration according to 

the deed of purchase.  

The place where the boundary begins is adjacent from the left side to following plots of 

lands situated in the same uyezd of Feodosia: the village of Konrat, plots belonging to Tartars of 

Aghary village -- Kerim Nazyr, Oglu Mambet, his brother’s heirs and his sons Adjy Mulla and 

Akh Mulla, Batyr Oglu and donated lands; and the plot of land of waste village of Essen-Ehli 

where the village of Safa is currently placed belonging to Major-General Zakhar Semenovich 

Herheulidzev. It begins from the boundary-mark post set during land-survey of plot of waste 

village of Essen-Ehli – the village of Safa now. One sazhen (7 feet) away from this post, along 

the boundary of waste village of Essen-Ehli plot, there is a boundary-mark pit of special size with 

coals and three stones put down in it. This place is a start point, as special plan shows.  

Thus, taking from above post 1 sazhen ahead along the boundary, there is another 

boundary-mark pit with coals and five stones put down in it, which shows the beginning of the 

adjacent plot of land - the village of Konrat. Those pits are 1,5 sazhens wide and 1 sazhen deep 

each. Nearby above post an astrolabe was set, and the line declining before the turn 32 degrees 

from North to East was prolonged.  

If following this line, from the right side there is an arable steppe, consisting of united 

plots as follows: 1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka, 2) wasted village of Emny-Ehli, 3) wasted 

village of Kentugai belonging to the community of German colony of Zurichtal: 

Wilhelm Guntner, Heinrich Buchman, Ignatz Schafner, Rudolf Tups, Johann Ruhde, 

Christoph Kaufmann, Rudolf Bohr, Johann Bots, Jacob Bohr, Heinrich Buchman Sr., 
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Heinrich Bohr, Johann Tups, Johann Bohr, Karl Mantel, Peter Kerner, Joseph Marx, Jacob Tups 

Sr., Heinrich Schnabel, Jacob Tups Jr., Philipp Mantel, Jacob Mantel, Kasper Sutter, Valentin 

Strubel, Michael Kolvas, Ludwig Hauck, Peter Fitterer Sr., Rudolf Vollenweider, Heinrich 

Scherer, Philipp Sterr, Johann Lisse, Philip Huber Sr., Heinrich Ihle, Jacob Mortel, Adam 

Dewald, Andres Grosz, Felix Huber Jr., Kasper Ihle, Johann Hert, Friedrich Nuss, Anton Nuss, 

Anton Dewald, Friedrich Leitzinger, Heinrich and Lorenz Jangul, Gottfried Wagner, Alouisa 

Fitterer, Johann Emes, Wilhelm Guntner, Friedrich Pfeiffer,  Michael Schoner Jr., Heinrich Berg 

Jr., widow Katharina Kramlich, Andreas Nuss and widow Ragulina Landes. 



From the left side there is an arable plot of land of Konrat village, plots belonging to 

Tartars of Aghary village -- Kerim Nazyr, Oglu Mambet, his brother’s heirs and his sons Adjy 

Mulla and Akh Mulla, Batyr Oglu. Having gone along this line to the turn, there is a boundary-

mark post, and further - a boundary-mark pit of special size with coals and three stones put down 

in it, dug 1 sazhen away to the left. According to these indications, from the left side there is 

Ugkui village, which located in the same uyezd, and belongs to Collegiate Registrar’s wife 

Praskovia Kumnikova daughter of Konstantin. The length of the line to pass is 598 sazhens, along 

which there are boundary-mark pits of special size with coals and three stones put down into each 

of them, dug 250 sazhens distant from each other.  

From above post, the boundary line opposite the land of Ugkui village declines by 38˚30 ́ to 

the right from South to East by rhumb with the astrolabe angle of 70˚30 ́.  

If going along that line, from the right side there is an arable steppe at the beginning and  

then ploughed land forming united plots as follows:  
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1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka, 2) wasted village of Emny-Ehli, 3) wasted village of 

Kentugai belonging to the community of German colony of Zurichtal:  

Wilhelm Guntner, Heinrich Buchman, Ignatz Schafner, Rudolf Tups, Johann Ruhde, 

Christoph Kaufmann, Rudolf Bohr, Johann Bots, Jacob Bohr, Heinrich Buchman Sr., Heinrich 

Bohr, Johann Tups, Johann Bohr, Karl Mantel, Peter Kerner, Joseph Marx, Jacob Tups Sr., 

Heinrich Schnabel, Jacob Tups Jr., Philipp Mantel, Kasper Sutter, Valentin Strubel, Michael 

Kolvas, Ludwig Hauck, Peter Fitterer Sr., Rudolf Vollenweider, Heinrich Scherer, Philipp Sterr, 

Johann Lisse, Philip Huber Sr., Heinrich Ihle, Jacob Mortel, Adam Dewald, Andres Grosz, 

Michael Grosz, Jacob Grosz, Felix Huber Jr., Kasper Ihle, Johann Hert, Friedrich Nuss, Anton 

Nuss, Anton Dewald, Friedrich Leitzinger, Heinrich and Lorenz Jangul, Gottfried Wagner, 

Alouisa Fitterer, Johann Emes, Wilhelm Guntner, Friedrich Pfeiffer,  Michael Schoner Jr., 

Heinrich Berg Jr., Katharina Kramlich widow, Andreas Nuss, Ragula Landes widow. 

From the left side of above line there is a plot of ploughed land of the village of Ugkui 

which belongs to Collegiate Registrar’s wife Praskovia Kushnikova daughter of Konstantin.  

At the end of this line there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and three 

stones put down in it and further -- a sazhen ahead the turn with the post, set by me this year 

when approving the boundary between plots of land of 1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka, and 

2) donated lands and plots of wasted villages of Emny-Ehli and Kentogai belonging to retired 

lieutenant Konstantin son of Dmitry Kolomara and Mohammedan clergy’s donated lands.  



The length of above line is 820 sazhens along which boundary-mark pits of special 

measure are dug, first pit in 181 sazhens and others – 250 sazhens distant from each other, with 

coals and three stones put down into each of them.  
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From that post, the boundary line opposite Karabai and Ivanovka villages, adjacent with 

donated lands and plots of wasted villages of Emny-Ehli and Kentugai, turns 2˚5 ́right from South 

to East by rhumb with the astrolabe angle of 143˚45 ́.  

If going along this line and having crossed a country-road from village of Essen-Ehli to 

Ugkui village, from the right side there is a plot of ploughed land which includes united plots as 

follows: 1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka, 2) wasted village of Emny-Ehli, 3) wasted village 

of Kentugai belonging to the community of German colony of Zurichtal: 

Wilhelm Guntner, Heinrich Buchman, Ignatz Schafner, Rudolf Tups, Johann Ruhde, 

Christoph Kaufmann, Rudolf Bohr, Johann Bots, Jacob Bohr, Heinrich Buchman Sr., Heinrich 

Bohr, Johann Tups, Johann Bohr, Karl Mantel, Peter Kerner, Joseph Marx, Jacob Tups Sr., 

Heinrich Schnabel, Jacob Tups Jr., Philipp Mantel, Jacob Mantel, Kasper Sutter, Valentin 

Strubel, Michael Kolvas, Ludwig Hauck, Peter Fitterer Sr., Rudolf Vollenweider, Heinrich 

Scherer, Philipp Sterr, Johann Lisse, Philip Huber Sr., Heinrich Ihle, Jacob Mortel, Adam 

Dewald, Andres Grosz, Michael Grosz, Felix Huber Jr., Kasper Ihle, Johann Hert, Friedrich Nuss, 

Anton Nuss, Anton Dewald, Friedrich Leitzinger, Heinrich and Lorenz Jangul, Gottfried Wagner, 

Alouisa Fitterer, Johann Emes, Wilhelm Guntner, Friedrich Pfeiffer,  Michael Schoner Jr., 

Heinrich Berg Jr., Katharina Kramlich widow, Andreas Nuss, Ragula Landes widow. 

From the left side there is an arable steppe including: villages of Karabai and Ivanovka and 

plots of wasted villages of Emne-Ehli and Kentugai belonging to retired lieutenant Konstantin 

son of Dmitry Kolomara and Mohammedan clergy’s donated lands. 
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Having followed the line to the end, there is a boundary-mark pit of special size with coals and 

three stones put down in it, and further - a sazhen ahead - the turn with the post I set this year 

when approving the boundary between plots of villages of Karabai and Ivanovka and that of 

wasted villages of Emny-Ehli and Kentugai.  

The length of this line is 1,186 sazhens and there are boundary-mark pits of special 

measure with coals and three stones put down into each of them, dug 250 sazhens distant from 

each other along the adjacent plot of land.  

From above post, the boundary line deviates 2˚ right from South to West by rhumb with 

the astrolabe angle of  175˚45 ́. If going that line, there is an arable steppe right and left belonging 



to above plots of land and owners. At the end of that line there is a boundary-mark pit of special 

measure with coals and three stones put down in it, and further - 1 sazhen ahead – the turn with 

the boundary-mark post.  

The length of that line is 511 sazhens and there are boundary-mark pits of special measure 

with coals and three stones put down in each, dug 250 sazhens ahead along the adjacent plot of 

land. 

From that post, the boundary line deviates 25˚ right from South to West by rhumb with the 

astrolabe angle of 157˚. If following this line and having crossed a country road leading from the 

village of Essen-Ehli to the village of Ivanovka, there is an arable steppe right and left belonging 

to above plots of land and owners.  

Having come to the end of this line, there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with 

coals and three stones put down in it and further - 1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-

mark post. The length of line passed is 672 sazhens, and there are boundary-mark pits of special 

measure with coals and three stones put down into each of them, dug every 250 sazhens along the 

adjacent lands.  
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From above post, the boundary line declines 18˚15 ́ left from South to West by rhumb with 

the astrolabe angle of 173˚. If following that line, there is an arable steppe right and left belonging 

to above plots of land and owners. At the end of this line there is a boundary-mark pit of special 

size with coals and five stones put down in it, the pit is to show the beginning of plot consisting 

of  united plots of Karabai and Ivanovka villages and donated lands.  

Further - a sazhen ahead - there is the turn with the boundary-mark post set to separate  

general land-survey boundaries between the lands of united plots of Karabai and Ivanovka 

villages, and wasted village of Emny-Ehli. From the left side of the post, 1 sazhen away along the 

boundary of wasted village of Emny-Ehli, there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with 

coals and three stones put down in it. The length of this line is 305 sazhens. 

From this place the line leads straight, by same late co-ordinates. If going along this line, 

there is an arable steppe right and left belonging to above plots of land and owners. Having 

reached the end of this line, there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and three 

stones put down in it, and further - 1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-mark post. The 

length of line passed is 17 sazhens. The length of the whole straight line is 322 sazhens.  

From that place, the boundary line deviates 68˚45 ́ left from South to East by rhumb with 

the astrolabe angle of 93˚.  



If going along that line and having crossed two country roads, one leading from town of 

Karagubazari to the village of Ivanovka and another – from colony of Zurichtal to the same 

village of Ivanovka, there is an arable steppe right and left belonging to above plots and owners.  
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At the end of above line there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and three 

stones put down in it, and further - 1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-mark post set on 

the left bank of the Mokry Indul river, 7 sazhens away of it. The length of this line is 714 sazhens 

and there are boundary-mark pits of special measure with coals and three stones put down into 

each, dug 250 sazhens distant from each other along the adjacent plot of land.  

From this place the line declines 68˚30 ́ right from South to West by rhumb, with the 

astrolabe angle of 42˚45 ́.  

If going along that line upstream the Mokry Indul river, midstream of which serves as a 

natural and permanent boundary between plots of land of:  

a) united plots of 1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka, 2) wasted village of Emne-Ehli and  

Kentugai, and  

b) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka with donated lands and parts of wasted villages of Emny-Ehli 

and Kentugai, 

and having crossed the river in two places, perpendiculars were raised to the river every 50 

sazhens along the adjacent plot of land. The length of first perpendicular to the left is 23 sazhens, 

the second – 5 sazhens to the left, from the bridge place - 19 sazhens to the right of the river.  

To the right from the river and over it there is an arable steppe belonging to above plots of 

land and owners. Having come to the end of this line, there is a boundary-mark pit of special size 

with coals and three stones put down in it, and further - 1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the 

boundary-mark post set on the left bank of the Mokry Indul river, 15 sazhens away from it.  

The length of the line passed is 180 sazhens.   

From the post, the boundary line declines 10˚15 ́left from South to West by rhumb, with 

the astrolabe angle of 121˚45 ́. 
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If going along that line upstream the Mokry Indul river, midstream of which serves as a 

natural and permanent boundary between above plots of land and having crossed the river in two 

places, perpendiculars were raised to the river every 100 sazhens along the adjacent plot of land. 

The length of first perpendicular raised to the left is 52 sazhens, that of second one raised to the 

right is 8 sazhens.  



To the right of the river there is an arable steppe which belongs to above plots of land and 

owners. At the end of the line there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and 

three stones put down in it and further - 1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-mark post set 

on the left bank of the Mokry Indul river, 23 sazhens away from it. The length of this line is 300 

sazhens.  

From that post, the boundary line deviates 81˚30 ́ to the right from North to East by rhumb, 

with the astrolabe angle of 71˚15 ́. If going along this line, upstream the Mokry Indul river 

midstream of which serves as a natural and permanent boundary between above plots of land and 

having crossed the river in three places, a perpendicular was raised to the river in 76 sazhens 

ahead. The length of this perpendicular raised to the left is 35 sazhens.  

To the right of the river there is a hay-field with the forest over it and to the left  -- an 

arable steppe which belongs to above plots of land and owners. Having come to the end of this 

line, there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and three stones put down in it, 

and further - 1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-mark post set on the right bank of the 

Mokry Indul river, 10 sazhens away from it. The length of that line is 141 sazhens.  

From above post, the boundary line declines 13˚30 ́ to the right from South to West by 

rhumb. 
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If going along this line, upstream the Mokry Indul river, midstream of which serves as a natural 

and permanent boundary between above plots of land, having passed a mill-ditch and crossed the 

river in five places, perpendiculars were raised to the Mokry Indul river, all to its left bank, first 

in 12 sazhens ahead – 9 sazhens long and opposite the mouth of the mill-ditch serving as the 

boundary between above plots of land, whilst the river is left behind, second perpendicular in 50 

sazhens -- 30 sazhens long, opposite the mill-ditch mouth. From this place the mill-ditch serves as 

the boundary no more, and the Mokry Indul river is a natural and permanent boundary between 

above plots of land again. Third perpendicular is raised in 26 sazhens ahead -- 16 sazhens long 

and forth one in 50 sazhens – 5 sazhens long. 

From the mill-ditch to the right of the river, there is a hay-field with forests over it and to 

the left of the river and behind the mill-ditch -- an arable steppe, belonging to above plots of land 

and owners.  

At the end of above line there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and 

three stones put down in it, and further - 1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-mark post 

set on the left bank of the Mokry Indul river, 7 sazhens away from it. The length of the line is 188 

sazhens.  



From that post, the boundary line declines 19˚ to the right from South to West by rhumb, 

with the astrolabe angle of 174˚30 ́.  

If going along that line, upstream the Mokry Indul river, midstream of which serves as a 

natural and permanent boundary between above plots of land and having crossed the river in two 

places, perpendiculars were raised to the river every 50 sazhens along the adjacent plot of land. 

The length of first perpendicular raised to the left bank is 18 sazhens, that of the second one 

raised to the right bank is 1 sazhen and third one, also to the right bank is 5 sazhens long.  
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To the right of the river there is a hay-field with the forest over it, from the left side - an 

arable steppe which belongs to above plots of land and owners. At the end of this line there is a 

boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and three stones over, and further - 1 sazhen 

ahead - the turn with the boundary-mark post set on the left bank of the Mokry Indul river, 3 

sazhens away from it.  

From that post, 1 sazhen ahead to the right along the general boundary of wasted village of 

Emny-Ehli plot of land, there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and five 

stones put down in it which shows the beginning of wasted village of Emny-Ehli plot. The length 

of the line passed is 199 sazhens.  

From the post, the boundary line declines 77˚45 ́ to the right from South to West by rhumb, 

with the astrolabe angle of 131˚15 ́.  

If following that line, upstream the Mokry Indul river midstream of which serves as a 

natural and permanent boundary between above plots of land, there are two places to cross this 

river before the end of this line. From the right side of the river there is a hay-field with a forest 

over it, from the left side -- an arable steppe belonging to above plots of land and owners.  

At the end of this line there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and three 

stones put down in it, and further -1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-mark post set on 

the left bank of the Mokry Indul river, 9 sazhens away from it. The length of this line is 97 

sazhens.  

From that post, the boundary line deviates 55˚15 ́to the left from South to West by rhumb, 

with the astrolabe angle of 167˚30 ́.  
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If going along above line upstream the Mokry Indul river midstream of which serves here 

as a natural and permanent boundary between above plots of land, perpendiculars were raised to 

the river every 50 sazhens along the adjacent plot of land. The length of first perpendicular is 32 

sazhens and the second – 24 sazhens. To the right of the river there is a hay-field with a forest 



over it, from the left side - an arable steppe belonging to above plots of land and owners. At the 

end of this line there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and three stones put 

down in, and further - 1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-mark post set on the left bank 

of the Mokry Indul river, 12 sazhens away from it. The length of the line is 152 sazhens.  

From above post, the boundary declines 25˚15 ́ to the left from South to West by rhumb or 

with the astrolabe angle of 150 degrees.  

If following that line upstream the Mokry Indul river midstream of which serves at this 

place as a natural and permanent boundary between plots of land as follows:  

- that consisting of united plots of, 1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka, 2) wasted village of 

Emny-Ehli and 3) wasted village of Kentugai; 

- plot of villages of Karabai and Ivanovka adjacent to donated lands and plots of wasted villages 

of Emny-Ehli and Kentugai,  

and having crossed the river in two places, perpendiculars were raised to the river, 100 sazhens 

distant from each other along the adjacent plot of land. First perpendicular raised to the left is 5 

sazhens long and the second one raised to the right is 7 sazhens long. 

From the right side of the river there is an arable steppe consisting of united plots as 

follows: 1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka, 2) wasted village of Emny-Ehli and 3) wasted 

village of Kentugai, all belonging to the community of German colony of Zurichtal: 
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Wilhelm Guntner, Heinrich Buchman, Ignatz Schafner, Rudolf Tups, Johann Ruhde, Christoph 

Kaufmann, Rudolf Bohr, Johann Bots, Jacob Bohr, Heinrich Buchman Sr., Heinrich Bohr, Johann 

Tups, Johann Bohr, Karl Mantel, Peter Kerner, Joseph Marx, Jacob Tups Sr., Heinrich Schnabel, 

Jacob Tups Jr., Philipp Mantel, Jacob Mantel, Kasper Sutter, Valentin Strubel, Michael Kolvas, 

Ludwig Hauck, Peter Fitterer Sr., Rudolf Vollenweider, Heinrich Scherer, Philipp Sterr, Johann 

Lisse, Philip Huber Sr., Heinrich Ihle, Jacob Mortel, Adam Dewald, Andres Grosz, Felix Huber 

Jr., Kasper Ihle, Johann Hert, Friedrich Nuss, Anton Nuss, Anton Dewald, Friedrich Leitzinger, 

Heinrich and Lorenz Jangul, Gottfried Wagner, Alouisa Fitterer, Johann Emes, Wilhelm Guntner, 

Friedrich Pfeiffer, Michael Schoner Jr., Heinrich Berg Jr., Katharina Kramlich widow, Andreas 

Nuss, Ragulina Landes widow. 

From the left side -- an arable plot of land consisting of plots of -- villages of Karabai and 

Ivanovka adjacent with donated lands, 2) plots of wasted village of Emny-Ehli and 3) plots of 

wasted village of Kentugai belonging to retired lieutenant Konstantin son of Dmitry Kolomara 

and Mohammedan clergy’s donated lands.  



At the end of this line there is a boundary-mark pit of special size with coals and three 

stones put down in it, and further - 1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-mark post set on 

the left bank of the Mokry Indul river, 24,5 sazhens away from it.  

From that post, 1 sazhen to the right along the boundary of wasted village of Kentugai, 

there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and five stones put down in it, to 

indicate the beginning of wasted village of Kentugai plot . 
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Further, to the left there is a plot of land of the village of Dzheilav (of same uyezd) which is the 

colony of Zurichtal now belonging to German community of this very colony. The length of the 

line is 298 sazhens.  

From that place there is a 67˚30 ́turn to the right from North to West by rhumb, with the  

astrolabe angle of 93˚. If going along this line through the waterless valley whilst the Mokry 

Indul river is left behind, from the right side there is an arable steppe consisting of plots as 

follows: 1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka, and 2) wasted villages of Emny-Ehli and Kentugai 

belonging to the community of German colony of Zurichtal - Wilhelm Guntner and his fellow-

villagers.  

From the left side there is an arable plot of land of the village of Dzheilav which is the 

colony of Zurichtal now belonging to German community of this colony. The length of the line 

before its turn is 231 sazhens. Further it turns 41˚30 ́ to the left from South to West by rhumb, 

with the astrolabe angle of 109˚. 

At that place where the astrolabe was set, a boundary-mark post is established and further - 

1 sazhen ahead along the boundary - a boundary-mark pit of special measure is dug with coals 

and three stones put down in it. If going along that line, there is an arable steppe right and left 

belonging to above plots of land and owners.  

The length of this line before its turn is 333 sazhens. Further it turns 55˚45 ́ to the right 

from North to West by rhumb, with the astrolabe angle of 97˚15 ́. At that place where the 

astrolabe stood, a boundary-mark post is set and further - 1 sazhen ahead along the boundary - a 

boundary-mark pit of special size is dug, with coals and three stones put down in.  

If going along that line and having crossed a country road leading from the colony of 

Zurichtal to the village of Ugkui, there is an arable steppe to the right and left belonging to above 

plots of land and owners. 
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The length of above line before its turn is 250,5 sazhens. Further it turns 47˚15 ́to the right 

from North to West by rhumb, with the astrolabe angle of 171˚30 ́.  



At the place where the astrolabe stood, a boundary-mark post is set, and further - 1 sazhen 

ahead along the boundary - a boundary-mark pit of special measure is dug, with coals and three 

stones put down in it.  

If going by that line, there is an arable steppe right and left belonging to above plots of 

land and owners. The length of this line before its turn is 553 sazhens, and there is a boundary-

mark pit of special measure with coals and three stones put down in it, dug 250 sazhens ahead 

from the place this line begins. At the place where this pit is dug the line turns 65˚45 ́  to the left 

from North to West by rhumb, with the astrolabe angle of 161˚30 ́.  

There is a boundary-mark post set at that place the astrolabe stood, and further - 1 sazhen 

ahead along the boundary - a boundary-mark pit of special measure is dug with coals and three 

stones put down in it. If going along that line and having crossed the road leading from the village 

of Antaia to the village of Akchory, from the right side there is an arable steppe consisting of 

united plots as follows: 1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka, 2) wasted villages of Emny-Ehli and 

Kentugai belonging to the community of German colony of Zurichtal - Wilhelm Guntner and his 

fellow-villagers. 

From the left side there is an arable plot of land of the village of Dzheilav which is the 

colony of Zurichtal now, and belongs to German community of same colony. The length of this 

line before its turn is 383,5 sazhens. Further it turns to the right 12˚15 ́ from North to East by 

rhumb, with the astrolabe angle of 102 degrees. 
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At that place where the astrolabe stood, a boundary-mark post is set and further - 1 sazhen 

ahead along the boundary - a boundary-mark pit of special measure is dug with coals and three 

stones put down in it. If going along that line, from the right side there is an arable steppe 

consisting of plots as follows: villages of Karabai and Ivanovka, wasted villages of Emny-Ehli 

and Kentugai belonging to the community of German colony of Zurichtal - Wilhelm Guntner and 

his fellow-villagers.  

From the left side there is an arable plot of land of the village of Dzheilav, which is the 

colony of Zurichtal now and belongs to German community of same colony. At the end of that 

line there is a turn, and from the left side there is a plot of land of wasted village of Jungun 

located in same uyezd and belonging to the community of German colony of Zurichtal: 

Heinrich Bohr, Philip Huber, Heinrich Schmidt, Peter Fitterer, Karl Mantel, Johann Eberle, 

Jacob Tups Jr., Kasper Ihle, Valentin Strubel, Kasper Bitter, Jacob Bohr, Georg Landes, Anton 

Nuss, Ulrich Vollenweider, Johann Tups, Heinrich Buchman, Johann Lusse Jr., Heinrich Ihle, 

Felix Huber, Kasper Nohde Jr., Heinrich Jangul, Jacob Sutter, Bernhard Bohr, Rudolf Schnabel, 

Emmanuel Letcher, Heinrich Buchman Sr., Philip Beshans, Jacob Tups, Friedrich Grab, Michael 



Kalvas, Rudolf Huber, Jacob Murschel, Jacob Ihle, Friedrich Pfeiffer,  Johann Bohr, Johann 

Vollenweider, Johann Ruhde, Friedrich Leitzinger, Rudolf Vollenweider, Franz Bradt (?), 

Ludwig Kalvas, Wilhelm Pontner, Michael Grosz, Joseph Marx, Peter Schoner, Johann Hert, 

Rudolf Bohr, Ignatz Schafner, Johann Hauck, Michael Schoner, Jacob Schneider, Andres Grosz, 

Heinrich Schoner, Heinrich Kramlich, Friedrich Nuss, Alexander Fitterer, Peter Kerner, Heinrich 

Kalvas, Philip Schoner, Anton Dewald, Georg Messer, Ludwig Gaub, Adam Dewald, Johann 

Emes, Christoph Kaufmann, Jacob Buchman, Jacob Mantel, Gottfried Wagner, Rudolf Tups, 

Heinrich Lisse, Heinrich Werner, Jacob Emes, Heinrich Benz, Michael Schoner. 
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The length of above line is 352 sazhens. Further it turns 68˚30 ́ to the right from South to 

East by rhumb, with the astrolabe angle of 80˚45 ́. 

At the place where the astrolabe stood, a boundary-mark post is set and further - 1 sazhen 

ahead along the boundary - a boundary-mark pit of special measure is dug, with coals and three 

stones put down in it.  

If going along that line and having crossed a country road leading from village of Antaia to 

the village of Akchory, to the right there is an arable steppe consisting of united plots as follows: 

1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka and  2) wasted villages of Emny-Ehli and Kentugai 

belonging to the community of German colony of Zurichtal - Wilhelm Guntner and his fellow-

villagers. From the left side there is an arable plot of land of the village of Jungun belonging to 

the community of German colony of Zurichtal - Heinrich Bohr and others. 

The length of this line before its turn is 330 sazhens. Further it turns 13˚30 ́ to the left from 

North to East by rhumb, with the astrolabe angle of 82 degrees. There then is a boundary-mark 

post set at the place the astrolabe stood and further, 1 sazhen ahead along the boundary, a 

boundary-mark pit of special size is dug, with coals and three stones put down in it.  

If going along that line and having crossed a country road leading from town of Karagu-

Bazir to the village of Ivanovka, there is an arable steppe right and left belonging to above plots 

of land and owners. Having come to the end of that line and the general boundary between the 

united plots, there are plots of land of wasted village of Emny-Ehli. The length of this line to pass 

is 476 sazhens.  

From this place the line leads straight following same late direction. On that straight line 

where the astrolabe stood, there is a boundary-mark post set to divide the adjacent plots and 

further - 1 sazhen ahead along the boundary - a boundary-mark pit of special measure is dug. 
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If following that line, from the right side there is an arable steppe consisting of plots as 

follows: 1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka and 2) wasted villages of Emny-Ehli and Kentugai 

belonging to the community of German colony of Zurichtal - Wilhelm Guntner and his fellow-

villagers.  

From the left side there is an arable plot of land of wasted village of Jungun which belongs 

to the community of German colony of Zurichtal - Heinrich Bohr and others. Having come to the 

end of this line there is a turn and from the left side – the plot of land of waste village of Essen-

Ehli - the village of Safa now which belongs to Major-General Zakhar Semenovich 

Herchesulidzev and is located in the same uyezd. The length of that line is 426,5 sazhens. The 

length of the whole straight line is 902,5 sazhens.  

Further the line turns 15˚ right from North to East by rhumb, with the astrolabe angle of 

178˚30 ́. At that place where the astrolabe stood, a boundary-mark post is set and further – two 

boundary-mark pits of special measure are dug, one with coals and three stones put down in it  

from the left side, 1 sazhen ahead along the boundary of wasted village of Essen-Ehli plot of land  

to show the beginning of this boundary and the second - with coals and five stones put down in it, 

dug ahead the following boundary. 

If following that line, from the right side there is an arable steppe consisting of united plots 

as follows: 1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka and 2) wasted villages of Emny-Ehli and 

Kentugai belonging to the community of German colony of Zurichtal - Wilhelm Guntner and his 

fellow-villagers.  

From the left side there is the plot of land of waste village of Essen-Ehli - the village of 

Safa now which belongs to Major-General Zakhar Herheulidzev son of Semen. 

The length of this line before its turn is 348 sazhens. Further it turns 78˚30 ́ to the right 

from South to East by rhumb, with the astrolabe angle of 93˚30 ́. 
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At the place where the astrolabe stood, a boundary-mark post is set and further, 1 sazhen 

ahead along the boundary, a boundary-mark pit of special measure is dug, with coals and three 

stones put down in it.  

If following that line, there is an arable steppe right and left belonging to above plots of 

land and owners. Having come to the end of that line, there is a boundary-mark post set when 

approving the boundary of wasted village of Emny-Ehli plot. Further, along this general 

boundary, from the right side there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and three 

stones put down in it. The length of the line passed is 91 sazhens. 

From above post, the boundary of wasted village of Essen-Ehli plot (the village of Safa 

now) declines 29˚45 ́ to the left from North to East by rhumb, with the astrolabe angle of 108˚15 ́.  



 

If going along that line, there is an arable steppe right and left belonging to above plots of land 

and owners. At the end of this line there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and 

three stones put down in it, and further - 1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-mark post. 

The length of the line is 176 sazhens.  

From this post, the boundary line declines 74˚15 ́to the right from South to East by rhumb, 

with the astrolabe angle of 104 degrees.  

If going by this line along the road leading from the village of Safa to the village of 

Ivanovka, in the beginning to the place where this line crosses the boundary, there is an arable 

steppe right and left belonging to above plots of land and owners.  

Having come to the end of this line, there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with 

coals and three stones put down in it, and further - 1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-

mark post. The length of the line passed is 248 sazhens. 
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From above post, the boundary line deviates 19˚15 ́ to the left from North to East by 

rhumb, with the astrolabe angle of 93 degrees and 30 minutes.  

If following that line and having crossed the road leading from the village of Safa to the 

village of Ivanovka, there is an arable steppe right and left belonging to above plots of land and 

owners.  

At the end of this line there is a boundary-mark pit of special size with coals and three 

stones put down in it, and further - 1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-mark post. The 

length of the line is 594,5 sazhens. Along this line there are boundary-mark pits dug of special 

measure, with coals and three stones put down into each of them, every one distant 250 sazhens  

from each other.  

From this post, the boundary line declines 13˚30 ́to the left from North to West by rhumb,  

with the astrolabe angle of 147 degrees and 15 minutes. If going along that line, there is an arable 

steppe right and left belonging to above plots of land and owners. At the end of this line there is a 

boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and three stones put down in it, and further - 1 

sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-mark post. The length of the line is 374 sazhens.  

From above post, the boundary line declines 17˚30 ́ to the left North to West by rhumb, 

with the astrolabe angle of 176 degrees. If going by that line and having crossed the road leading 

from the village of Essen-Ehli to the village of Ugkui, there is an arable steppe right and left 

belonging to above plots of land and owners.  



At the end of that line there is a boundary-mark pit of special measure with coals and three 

stones put down in it, and further - 1 sazhen ahead - the turn with the boundary-mark post. The 

length of the line is 584 sazhens.  
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Because of large length of above line, there are boundary-mark pits of special measure, 

with coals and three stones put down into each of them, dug 250 sazhens distant from each other 

along the adjacent plot of land. 

From that post, the boundary line declines 20˚15 ́ to the left from North to West by rhumb 

and leads straight to the initial point. If going along that line, from the right side there is an arable 

steppe consisting of united plots as follows: 1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka and 2) wasted 

villages of Emne-Ehli and Kentugai belonging to the community of German colony of Zurichtal: 

Wilhelm Guntner, Heinrich Buchman, Ignatz Schafner, Rudolf Tups, Johann Ruhde, 

Christoph Kaufmann, Rudolf Bohr, Johann Bots, Jacob Bohr, Heinrich Buchman Sr., Heinrich 

Bohr, Johann Tups, Johann Bohr, Karl Mantel, Peter Kerner, Joseph Marx, Jacob Tups Sr., 

Philipp Mantel, Kasper Sutter, Valentin Strubel, Michael Kalvas, Ludwig Hauck, Peter Fitterer 

Sr., Rudolf Vollenweider, Heinrich Scherer, Philipp Sterr, Johann Lisse, Philip Huber Sr., 

Heinrich Ihle, Jacob Mortel, Adam Dewald, Andres Grosz, Michael Grosz, Jacob Grosz, Felix 

Huber Jr., Kasper Ihle, Johann Hert, Friedrich Nuss, Anton Nuss, Anton Dewald, Friedrich 

Leitzinger, Heinrich and Lorenz Jangul, Gottfried Wagner, Alouisa Fitterer, Johann Emes, 

Wilhelm Guntner, Friedrich Pfeifjer, Michael Schoner Jr., Heinrich Berg Jr., Katharina Kramlich 

widow, Andreas Nuss, Ragulina Landes widow. 

From the left side there is an arable plot of land of waste village of Essen-Ehli - the village 

of Safa now which belongs to Major-General Zakhar Herheulidzev son of Semen. 

Having come to the end of that line there is an initial point where first boundary-mark post 

is set, as mentioned before. The length of the line passed is 628 sazhens. Lengthwise this line, 

there are boundary-mark pits of special measure with coals and three stones put down into each 

of them, dug 250 sazhens distant from each other along the adjacent plot of land. 
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After measuring according to trigonometrical rules, without injuring the above post the 

angle at this place is found to be equal to 127˚45 ́. Thus, the description of general closed 

boundary of the plot of land consisting of united plots of 1) villages of Karabai and Ivanovka, 2) 

wasted village of Emny-Ehli and 3) wasted village of Kentugai is complete.  

Then the description follows of the general land-survey inner boundaries between united 

plots. 



The description of the boundary between united plots of 1) villages of Karabai and 

Ivanovka, and 2) wasted village of Emne-Ehli starts from that place where general closed 

boundary adjacent with the plot of land of Essen-Ehli waste village - the village of Safa now 

belonging to Major-General Zakhar Herheulidzev son of Semen, from the post set on the point of 

intersection of lines -- first one, 91 sazhen long directed 78˚30 ́by rhumb from South to East and 

second, 176 sazhens long directed 29˚45 ́ by rhumb from North to East. And there is a boundary-

mark pit of special measure with coals and three stones put down in it, dug 1 sazhen ahead from 

above post along the boundary of plot of wasted village of Emny-Ehli. 

Nearby that post the astrolabe was placed and the line was prolonged making following 

angles to next two lines: 

- that deviating 29˚45 ́ to the left from North to East by rhumb and 176 sazhens long 

- an astrolabe angle of 71˚45 ́; 

- that declining 78˚30 ́ from South to East by rhumb and 91 sazhens long – none i.e. 

they make one straight line.  

If going by this (straight) line to the right there is an arable steppe of wasted village of Emny-Ehli 

and from the left side – an arable plot of land of villages of Karabai and Ivanovka. The length of 

this line before its 17˚ turn by rhumb from South to East is 84,5 sazhens ................ 

Translation provided by Ken Messmer


